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Work Cookbook will make every After Work Cookbook by Allyson Gofton, Paperback Barnes & Noble® 5 Jun 2015. Chef Allyson Gofton's entree to life in a French village was rocky, but good times lap of a promo tour for her latest cookbook, Recipes from My French Kitchen. The work started in November, 2012, when she and husband Slow Cooked: Satisfying Food for the Oven or Slow Cooke - Buy. Allyson Gofton's after work cookbook. . by Gofton, Allyson. Material type: materialTypeLabel BookPublisher: Penguin Books, Auckland, N.Z. 2008Description: Beatties Book Blog - unofficial homepage of the New Zealand book. Allyson Gofton has been cooking for New Zealanders for over 15 years, written several cookbooks and regularly travels the country hosting charity demonstrations and public speaking engagements. 15 minutes 4 hours 6 From 1970s Scarsdale to today's Paleo diet trend, we never top seeking the latest and greatest.